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Visione spaziale: 
//il nucleo genicolato laterale (NGL)

occhio

nervo ottico

nucleo genicolato 
laterale

corteccia striata

collicolo 
superiore

chiasma ottico



• Due nuclei genicolati laterali (NGL): Gli assoni delle cellule gangliari 
retiniche fanno sinapsi con queste strutture


• Un relè fra retina e corteccia visiva

Visione spaziale: 
//il nucleo genicolato laterale (NGL)



• Due nuclei genicolati 
laterali (NGL): Gli 
assoni delle cellule 
gangliari retiniche 
fanno sinapsi con 
queste strutture


• Un relè fra retina e 
corteccia visiva


• Struttura a strati


• A ciascun genicolato 
arriva l’informazione 
relativa all’emicampo 
visivo contralaterale

Visione spaziale: 
//il nucleo genicolato laterale (NGL)



ipsilaterale 
(stessa parte)

controlaterale 
(parte opposta)

Visione spaziale: 
//il nucleo genicolato laterale (NGL)

emiretina 

Rappresentazione 
topografica

• La disposizione topografica dei 
campi recettivi delle cellule 
gangliari è riprodotta nel NGL


• Ogni strato possiede una 
mappa completa  dell’ 
emiretina.



Il nucleo genicolato laterale (NGL) 
//cellule magno e parvo

Classe M (cellule A o Pα) 10% 

-non sono selettive per le lunghezze 
d’onda 
-sono selettive per le basse frequenze 
spaziali 
-hanno una risposta transiente (fasica)  
-hanno una maggiore velocità di 
conduzione 
-campo dendritico largo

Classe P (cellule B o Pβ) 90% 

-sono selettive per le lunghezze d’onda 
-sono selettive per le alte frequenze 
spaziali (dettagli) 
-hanno una risposta lenta e sostenuta 
(tonica) 
-campo dendritico più stretto

Strati magnocellulari del NGL Strati parvocellulari del NGL

Analisi di forme e coloreAnalisi di movimento



Il nucleo genicolato laterale (NGL) 
//selettività alle frequenze spaziali



Ciò che retina e NGL non spiegano 
//livello psicologico: adattamento selettivo

 Do Feature Detectors Play a Role in Perception?  67 

neurons that were responding to verticals or near- verticals 
adapt, and neurons that were not fi ring do not adapt.

METHOD
Psychophysical Measurement of the Effect of 
Selective Adaptation to Orientation
Measuring the effect of selective adaptation to orientation involves 
the following three steps:

1. Measure a person’s contrast threshold to gratings with a 
 number of different orientations (Figure 3.31a). A grating’s 
contrast threshold is the minimum intensity difference between 
two adjacent bars that can just be detected. The contrast 
threshold for seeing a grating is measured by changing the 
intensity difference between the light and dark bars until 
the bars can just barely be seen. For example, it is easy to 
see the four gratings on the left of Figure 3.32, because the 

 difference in intensity between the bars is above threshold. 
However, there is only a small intensity difference between the 
bars of the grating on the far right, so it is close to the contrast 
threshold. The intensity difference at which the bars can just 
barely be seen is the contrast threshold.

2. Adapt the person to one orientation by having the person 
view a high-contrast adapting stimulus for a minute or two. 
In this example, the adapting stimulus is a vertical grating 
(Figure 3.31b).

3. Remeasure the contrast threshold of all the test stimuli 
presented in step 1 (Figure 3.31c).

The rationale behind the above procedure is that if the 
adaptation to the high-contrast grating in step 2 decreases 
the functioning of neurons that normally respond to ver-
ticals, this will cause an increase in contrast threshold so 
it is more diffi cult to see low-contrast vertical gratings. In 
other words, when vertical feature detectors are adapted, it 
is necessary to increase the difference between the black and 
white vertical bars in order to see them. Figure 3.33a shows 
that this is exactly what happens. The peak of the contrast 
threshold curve, which indicates that a large increase in the 
difference between the bars was needed to see the bars, occurs 
at the vertical adapting orientation. The important result of 
this experiment is that our psychophysical curve shows that 
adaptation selectively affects only some orientations, just 
as neurons selectively respond to only some orientations. In 
fact, comparing the psychophysically determined selective 
adaptation curve (Figure 3.33a) to the orientation tuning 

Figure 3.30 Three-part version of the 
perceptual process, showing the three basic 
relationships: stimulus–perception (green 
arrow); stimulus–physiology (orange), and 
physiology–perception (red). The descriptions 
refer to experiments described in the chapter 
that are relevant to the role of neural feature 
detectors in perception. © Cengage Learning 2014

Person can judge orientation
of bars.

Selective adaptation to an
orientation decreases
detection of that orientation.

Elimination of orientation
detectors by selective
rearing decreases ability to
see those orientations.

Oriented bar excites
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StimuliPhysiology

Figure 3.31 Procedure for carrying out a selective adaptation 
experiment. See text for details. © Cengage Learning

(a) Measure contrast threshold at a number of orientations.

(c) Remeasure contrast thresholds for same orientations as above.

(b) Adapt to a high-contrast grating.

Figure 3.32 The contrast threshold for a grating is the minimum 
difference in intensity at which the observer can just make out the bars. 
The grating on the left is far above the contrast threshold. The ones in 
the middle have less contrast, but are still above threshold. The grating 
on the far right is near the contrast threshold. © Cengage Learning



La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo:demo
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Figure 3.32 The contrast threshold for a grating is the minimum 
difference in intensity at which the observer can just make out the bars. 
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Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata

• Anche conosciuta come 
corteccia visiva primaria o V1


• Le maggiori trasformazioni 
dell’informazioni visiva hanno 
luogo nella corteccia striata


• Contiene circa 200 MILIONI di 
cellule



Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata
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Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: selezione informazione

Via magnocellulare: 
localizzazione e 
movimento  
(dove)

Vie parvicellulare- blob: 
percezione dei colori  
e parvicellulare-interblob: 
analisi delle forme  
(cosa)

Vie binoculari  
tridimensionalità 
dell’oggetto



Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: selezione informazione



Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: selezione informazione



Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: mappatura topografica



Corteccia striata: 
//mappatura topografica e multirisoluzione

  
Nella corteccia visiva esiste una mappa  

(deformata)  del campo visivo.  
La fovea è sovrarappresentata.



• L’acuità visiva decresce in maniera sistematica con il grado di eccentricità

Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: mappatura topografica



La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo:demo



• Post-immagine di orientamento (Tilt aftereffect): Illusione percettiva 
riguardante l’orientamento di uno stimolo che scaturisce dall’essersi adattati 
precedentemente ad un certo orientamento

• Tale illusione supporta l’idea che il sistema visivo umano comprende singoli 

neuroni selettivi per orientamenti diversi

La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo: tilt after effect



Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: Hubel e Wiesel



• Cellule semplici vs. cellule complesse

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: rilevamento di features



• Cellule semplici vs. cellule complesse

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: rilevamento di features



• Cellule con margini di arresto: Queste cellule della corteccia striata 
aumentano il proprio ritmo di scarica se uno stimolo barra è ingrandito fino a 
coprire completamente il loro campo recettivo ma diminuiscono la loro attività 
se lo stimolo diviene ancora più grande

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: rilevamento di features



La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: orientamento



La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: orientamento
• Risposta selettiva 

all’orientamento: Tendenza dei 
neuroni nella corteccia striata a 
rispondere in maniera ottimale 
a certi orientamenti e con meno 
vigore ad altri



La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: orientamento



La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: orientamento



La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: rilevamento di features
• Molte cellule corticali 

rispondo 
preferentemente a:

• Linee in movimento


• Barre


• Contorni


• Reticoli


• Direzioni di 
spostamento

Cellule semplici

Rilevatori di bordi 
(Edge detector)

Rilevatori di strisce 
(Stripe detector)



• Come possono i campi recettivi 
circolari del Nucleo Genicolato 
Laterale trasformarsi nei campi 
recettivi allungati della 
corteccia striata?


• Hubel e Wiesel proposero una 
spiegazione a questa domanda 
davvero molto semplice

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: rilevamento di features

NGL

Cellule 
gangliari

Corteccia  
striata



• Colonna: Un arrangiamento verticale di neuroni

• Hubel and Wiesel: Trovarono un sistematico progressivo cambiamento 

nell’orientamento preferito da colonna a colonna; tutti gli orientamenti erano 
compresi in una distanza di circa 0.5 mm


• Ipercolonna: Un blocco di 1-mm di corteccia striata che contiene “ tutti i 
meccanismi necessari per le analisi che la corteccia striata viene chiamata 
ad eseguire, in una determinata e minuscola parte del campo visivo” (Hubel, 
1982)

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: colonne e ipercolonne

Co
lo

nn
a 

IperColonna 


stesso orientamento stesso campo ricettivo 



La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: colonne e ipercolonne

80 CHAPTER 4 Cortical Organization

The extra cortical space allotted to letters and words at which 
the person is looking provides the extra neural processing 
needed to accomplish tasks such as reading that require high 
visual acuity (Azzopardi & Cowey, 1993).

What the magnifi cation factor means when you look at a 
scene is that information about the part of the scene you are 
looking at takes up a larger space on your cortex than an area 
of equal size that is off to the side. Another way to appreciate 
the magnifi cation factor is to do the following demonstration.

DEMONSTRATION
Cortical Magnifi cation of Your Finger
Hold your left hand at arm’s length, holding your index fi nger up. 
As you look at your fi nger, hold your right hand at arm’s length, 
about a foot to the right of your fi nger and positioned so the back 
of your hand is facing you. When you have done this, your left in-
dex fi nger (which you are still looking at) activates an area of cor-
tex as large as the area activated by your whole right hand.

One of the interesting things about the above demonstra-
tion is that when your fi nger is imaged on the fovea it takes 
up about the same space on the cortex as your hand imaged 
on the peripheral retina, but you do not perceive your fi nger 
as being as large as your hand. Instead, you see the details of 
your fi nger far better than you can see details on your hand. 
The fact that more space on the cortex translates into better 
detail vision rather than larger size is an example of the fact 
that what we perceive doesn’t exactly match the “picture” in 
the brain. We will return to this idea shortly.

The Cortex Is Organized in Columns
Determining the retinotopic map and the magnifi cation fac-
tor has kept us near the surface of the cortex. We are now 
going to consider what is happening below the surface by 

looking at the results of experiments in which a recording 
electrode was lowered into the cortex.

Location and Orientation Columns Hubel and Wiesel 
(1965) carried out a series of experiments in which they re-
corded from neurons they encountered as they lowered elec-
trodes into the cortex. When they positioned an electrode 
perpendicular to the surface of a cat’s cortex, they found that 
every neuron they encountered had its receptive fi eld at about 
the same location on the retina. Their results are shown in 
Figure 4.6a, which shows four neurons along the electrode 
track, and Figure 4.6b, which shows that these neurons’ rec-
eptive fi elds are all located at about the same place on the 
retina. From this result, Hubel and Wiesel concluded that 
the striate cortex is organized into location columns that are 
perpendicular to the surface of the cortex, so that all of the 
neurons within a location column have their receptive fi elds 
at the same location on the retina.

As Hubel and Wiesel lowered their electrodes along 
perpendicular tracks, they noted not only that the neurons 
along this track had receptive fi elds with the same location on 
the retina, but that these neurons all preferred stimuli with 
the same orientation. Thus, all cells encountered along the 
electrode track at A in Figure 4.7 fi red the most to horizontal 
lines, whereas all those along electrode track B fi red the most 
to lines oriented at about 45 degrees. Based on this result, 
Hubel and Wiesel concluded that the cortex is organized into 
orientation columns, with each column containing cells 
that respond best to a particular orientation.

Hubel and Wiesel also showed that adjacent orientation 
columns have cells with slightly different preferred orienta-
tions. When they moved an electrode through the cortex 
obliquely (not perpendicular to the surface), so that the 

Visual field Visual field representation
in the brain (V1)

Figure 4.5 Demonstration of the magnifi cation factor. A person 
looks at the red spot on the text on the left. The area of brain activated 
by each letter of the text is shown on the right. The arrows point to the 
letter a in the text on the left, and the area in the brain activated by the 
a on the right. Reprinted from Wandell, B. A., Dumoulin, S. O., & Brewer, A. A. (2009). Visual areas in 

humans. In L. Squire (Ed.), Encyclopedia of neuroscience, Fig. 6, with permission from Elsevier.
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(a) Side view of cortex

(b) Receptive field locations on retina

Surface of cortex

1
2
3
4

Figure 4.6 Location column. When an electrode penetrates 
the cortex perpendicularly, the receptive fi elds of the neurons 
encountered along this track overlap. The receptive fi eld recorded at 
each numbered position along the electrode track is indicated by a 
correspondingly numbered square. © Cengage Learning
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electrode cut across orientation columns, they found that the 
neurons’ preferred orientations changed in an orderly fashion, 
so a column of cells that respond best to 90 degrees is right 
next to the column of cells that respond best to 85 degrees 
(Figure 4.8). Hubel and Wiesel also found that as they moved 
their electrode 1 millimeter across the cortex, their electrode 
passed through orientation columns that represented the 
entire range of orientations. Interestingly enough, this 1-mm 
dimension is the size of one location column.

One Location Column: Many Orientation Columns This 
1-mm dimension for location columns means that one loca-
tion column is large enough to contain orientation columns 
that cover all possible orientations. Thus, the location col-
umn shown in Figure 4.9 serves one location on the retina (all 
the neurons in the column have their receptive fi elds at about 
the same place on the retina) and contains neurons that re-
spond to all possible orientations.

Think about what this means. Neurons in that loca-
tion column receive signals from a particular location on the 
retina, which corresponds to a small area in the visual fi eld. 
Because this location column contains some neurons that 
respond to each orientation, any oriented object that falls 
within the location column’s area on the retina will cause 
some of the neurons in this location column to fi re.

A location column with all of its orientation columns, 
which has been called a hypercolumn by Hubel and Wiesel, 
receives information about all possible orientations that fall 
within a small area of the retina, and it is therefore well suited 
for processing information from a small area in the visual fi eld.1

How Do Feature Detectors Respond 
to a Scene?
Determining how the millions of neurons in the cor-
tex respond when we look at a scene such as the one in 
 Figure  4.10a is an ambitious undertaking. We will simplify 
the task by focusing on one small part of the scene—the tree 
trunk in  Figure 4.10b. We focus specifi cally on the part of the 
trunk shown passing through the three circles, A, B, and C.

1In addition to location and orientation columns, Hubel and Wiesel also 
 described ocular dominance columns. Most neurons respond better to one 
eye than to the other. This preferential response to one eye is called ocular 
 dominance, and neurons with the same ocular dominance are organized 
into  ocular dominance columns in the cortex. This means that each neuron 
 encountered along a perpendicular electrode track responds best to either the 
left eye or the right eye. There are two ocular dominance columns within each 
 hypercolumn, one for the left eye and one for the right.

White
matter Cortex

A

B

Surface of cortex

Figure 4.7 Orientation columns. All of the cortical neurons 
encountered along track A respond best to horizontal bars (indicated 
by the red lines cutting across the electrode track). All of the neurons 
along track B respond best to bars oriented at 45 degrees. © Cengage Learning

Orientation columns
within the location
column

Location column

1 mm

Figure 4.9 A location column that contains the full range of 
orientation columns. A column such as this, which contains a full 
array of orientation columns, was called a hypercolumn by Hubel and 
Wiesel. A column such as this receives information about all possible 
orientations that fall within a small area of the retina. © Cengage Learning 2014

Oblique
electrode

Preferred orientations of
neurons in each column

Figure 4.8 If an electrode is inserted obliquely into the cortex, it 
crosses a sequence of orientation columns. The preferred orientation 
of neurons in each column, indicated by the bars, changes in an 
orderly way as the electrode crosses the columns. The distance the 
electrode is advanced is exaggerated in this picture. © Cengage Learning
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electrode cut across orientation columns, they found that the 
neurons’ preferred orientations changed in an orderly fashion, 
so a column of cells that respond best to 90 degrees is right 
next to the column of cells that respond best to 85 degrees 
(Figure 4.8). Hubel and Wiesel also found that as they moved 
their electrode 1 millimeter across the cortex, their electrode 
passed through orientation columns that represented the 
entire range of orientations. Interestingly enough, this 1-mm 
dimension is the size of one location column.

One Location Column: Many Orientation Columns This 
1-mm dimension for location columns means that one loca-
tion column is large enough to contain orientation columns 
that cover all possible orientations. Thus, the location col-
umn shown in Figure 4.9 serves one location on the retina (all 
the neurons in the column have their receptive fi elds at about 
the same place on the retina) and contains neurons that re-
spond to all possible orientations.

Think about what this means. Neurons in that loca-
tion column receive signals from a particular location on the 
retina, which corresponds to a small area in the visual fi eld. 
Because this location column contains some neurons that 
respond to each orientation, any oriented object that falls 
within the location column’s area on the retina will cause 
some of the neurons in this location column to fi re.

A location column with all of its orientation columns, 
which has been called a hypercolumn by Hubel and Wiesel, 
receives information about all possible orientations that fall 
within a small area of the retina, and it is therefore well suited 
for processing information from a small area in the visual fi eld.1

How Do Feature Detectors Respond 
to a Scene?
Determining how the millions of neurons in the cor-
tex respond when we look at a scene such as the one in 
 Figure  4.10a is an ambitious undertaking. We will simplify 
the task by focusing on one small part of the scene—the tree 
trunk in  Figure 4.10b. We focus specifi cally on the part of the 
trunk shown passing through the three circles, A, B, and C.

1In addition to location and orientation columns, Hubel and Wiesel also 
 described ocular dominance columns. Most neurons respond better to one 
eye than to the other. This preferential response to one eye is called ocular 
 dominance, and neurons with the same ocular dominance are organized 
into  ocular dominance columns in the cortex. This means that each neuron 
 encountered along a perpendicular electrode track responds best to either the 
left eye or the right eye. There are two ocular dominance columns within each 
 hypercolumn, one for the left eye and one for the right.
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Figure 4.7 Orientation columns. All of the cortical neurons 
encountered along track A respond best to horizontal bars (indicated 
by the red lines cutting across the electrode track). All of the neurons 
along track B respond best to bars oriented at 45 degrees. © Cengage Learning
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Figure 4.9 A location column that contains the full range of 
orientation columns. A column such as this, which contains a full 
array of orientation columns, was called a hypercolumn by Hubel and 
Wiesel. A column such as this receives information about all possible 
orientations that fall within a small area of the retina. © Cengage Learning 2014
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Figure 4.8 If an electrode is inserted obliquely into the cortex, it 
crosses a sequence of orientation columns. The preferred orientation 
of neurons in each column, indicated by the bars, changes in an 
orderly way as the electrode crosses the columns. The distance the 
electrode is advanced is exaggerated in this picture. © Cengage Learning
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electrode cut across orientation columns, they found that the 
neurons’ preferred orientations changed in an orderly fashion, 
so a column of cells that respond best to 90 degrees is right 
next to the column of cells that respond best to 85 degrees 
(Figure 4.8). Hubel and Wiesel also found that as they moved 
their electrode 1 millimeter across the cortex, their electrode 
passed through orientation columns that represented the 
entire range of orientations. Interestingly enough, this 1-mm 
dimension is the size of one location column.

One Location Column: Many Orientation Columns This 
1-mm dimension for location columns means that one loca-
tion column is large enough to contain orientation columns 
that cover all possible orientations. Thus, the location col-
umn shown in Figure 4.9 serves one location on the retina (all 
the neurons in the column have their receptive fi elds at about 
the same place on the retina) and contains neurons that re-
spond to all possible orientations.

Think about what this means. Neurons in that loca-
tion column receive signals from a particular location on the 
retina, which corresponds to a small area in the visual fi eld. 
Because this location column contains some neurons that 
respond to each orientation, any oriented object that falls 
within the location column’s area on the retina will cause 
some of the neurons in this location column to fi re.

A location column with all of its orientation columns, 
which has been called a hypercolumn by Hubel and Wiesel, 
receives information about all possible orientations that fall 
within a small area of the retina, and it is therefore well suited 
for processing information from a small area in the visual fi eld.1

How Do Feature Detectors Respond 
to a Scene?
Determining how the millions of neurons in the cor-
tex respond when we look at a scene such as the one in 
 Figure  4.10a is an ambitious undertaking. We will simplify 
the task by focusing on one small part of the scene—the tree 
trunk in  Figure 4.10b. We focus specifi cally on the part of the 
trunk shown passing through the three circles, A, B, and C.

1In addition to location and orientation columns, Hubel and Wiesel also 
 described ocular dominance columns. Most neurons respond better to one 
eye than to the other. This preferential response to one eye is called ocular 
 dominance, and neurons with the same ocular dominance are organized 
into  ocular dominance columns in the cortex. This means that each neuron 
 encountered along a perpendicular electrode track responds best to either the 
left eye or the right eye. There are two ocular dominance columns within each 
 hypercolumn, one for the left eye and one for the right.
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Figure 4.7 Orientation columns. All of the cortical neurons 
encountered along track A respond best to horizontal bars (indicated 
by the red lines cutting across the electrode track). All of the neurons 
along track B respond best to bars oriented at 45 degrees. © Cengage Learning
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orientation columns. A column such as this, which contains a full 
array of orientation columns, was called a hypercolumn by Hubel and 
Wiesel. A column such as this receives information about all possible 
orientations that fall within a small area of the retina. © Cengage Learning 2014
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orderly way as the electrode crosses the columns. The distance the 
electrode is advanced is exaggerated in this picture. © Cengage Learning
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Figure 4.11a shows how the image of this part of the tree 
trunk is imaged on the retina. Each of the circles represents 
the area served by a location column. Figure 4.11b shows the 
location columns in the cortex. Remember that each of these 
location columns contains a complete set of orientation col-
umns (Figure 4.9). This means that the vertical tree trunk will 
activate the 90-degree orientation columns in each location 
column, as indicated by the orange areas in each column.

Thus, the continuous tree trunk is represented by the 
fi ring of neurons in a number of separated columns in the 
cortex. Although it may be a bit surprising that the tree is 
represented by separate columns in the cortex, it simply con-
fi rms a property of our perceptual system that we mentioned 
earlier: The cortical representation of a stimulus does not 
have to resemble the stimulus; it just has to contain informa-
tion that represents the stimulus. The representation of the 
tree in the visual cortex is contained in the fi rings of neurons 
in separate cortical columns. At some point in the cortex, the 
information in these separated columns must be combined 
to create our perception of the tree.

Before leaving our description of how objects are rep-
resented by feature detectors, let’s return to our scene 
 (Figure 4.12). Each circle or ellipse in the scene represents an 
area that sends information to one location column. Work-
ing together, these columns cover the entire visual fi eld, an 
effect called tiling. Just as a wall can be covered by adjacent 
tiles, the visual fi eld is served by adjacent (and often overlap-
ping) location columns (Nassi & Callaway, 2009). (Does this 
sound familiar? Remember the “football analogy” for optic 
nerve fi ber receptive fi elds in Chapter 3, in which each specta-
tor was observing a small area of the fi eld. In that example, 
the spectators were tiling the football fi eld.)

The idea that any scene is represented by activity in many 
location columns means that a scene is represented in the 
striate cortex by an amazingly complex pattern of fi ring. Just 
imagine the process we described for the three small areas 
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Figure 4.10 (a) A scene from the Pennsylvania 
woods. (b) Focusing in on part of a tree trunk. 
A, B, and C represent the parts of the tree trunk 
that fall on receptive fi elds in three areas of the 
retina.
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Figure 4.11 (a) Receptive fi elds for the three sections of the tree 
trunk from Figure 4.10b. The neurons associated with each of these 
receptive fi elds are in different location columns. (b) Three location 
columns in the cortex. Neurons that fi re to the tree trunk’s orientation 
are within the orange areas of the location column. © Cengage Learning 2014

Figure 4.12 The yellow circles and ellipses superimposed on the 
forest scene each represent an area that sends information to one 
location column in the cortex. The way these location columns cover 
the entire receptive fi eld is called tiling.
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Figure 4.11a shows how the image of this part of the tree 
trunk is imaged on the retina. Each of the circles represents 
the area served by a location column. Figure 4.11b shows the 
location columns in the cortex. Remember that each of these 
location columns contains a complete set of orientation col-
umns (Figure 4.9). This means that the vertical tree trunk will 
activate the 90-degree orientation columns in each location 
column, as indicated by the orange areas in each column.

Thus, the continuous tree trunk is represented by the 
fi ring of neurons in a number of separated columns in the 
cortex. Although it may be a bit surprising that the tree is 
represented by separate columns in the cortex, it simply con-
fi rms a property of our perceptual system that we mentioned 
earlier: The cortical representation of a stimulus does not 
have to resemble the stimulus; it just has to contain informa-
tion that represents the stimulus. The representation of the 
tree in the visual cortex is contained in the fi rings of neurons 
in separate cortical columns. At some point in the cortex, the 
information in these separated columns must be combined 
to create our perception of the tree.

Before leaving our description of how objects are rep-
resented by feature detectors, let’s return to our scene 
 (Figure 4.12). Each circle or ellipse in the scene represents an 
area that sends information to one location column. Work-
ing together, these columns cover the entire visual fi eld, an 
effect called tiling. Just as a wall can be covered by adjacent 
tiles, the visual fi eld is served by adjacent (and often overlap-
ping) location columns (Nassi & Callaway, 2009). (Does this 
sound familiar? Remember the “football analogy” for optic 
nerve fi ber receptive fi elds in Chapter 3, in which each specta-
tor was observing a small area of the fi eld. In that example, 
the spectators were tiling the football fi eld.)

The idea that any scene is represented by activity in many 
location columns means that a scene is represented in the 
striate cortex by an amazingly complex pattern of fi ring. Just 
imagine the process we described for the three small areas 
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forest scene each represent an area that sends information to one 
location column in the cortex. The way these location columns cover 
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• Organizzazione modulare della 
corteccia visiva:


•  moduli con proprietà simili 
sono connessi tra loro da  
connessioni orizzontali.

La corteccia striata 
//moduli



• La corteccia visiva primaria è la prima stazione del sistema visivo in cui 
compaiono cellule che ricevono informazione da entrambi gli occhi (cellule 
binoculari).


• Ogni cellula in LGN: 

• risponde o ad un occhio o all’altro


• mai ad entrambi,


• Ogni cellula della corteccia striata:

• può rispondere sia ad inputs da un occhio che a quelli dell’altro occhio


• Dominanza oculare: proprietà dei neuroni della corteccia striata 

• la risposta è più rapida quando lo stimolo è presentato a un occhio piuttosto che 

all’altro

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: dominanza oculare



• La corteccia visiva primaria è la prima stazione del sistema visivo in cui 
compaiono cellule che ricevono informazione da entrambi gli occhi (cellule 
binoculari).


• Queste cellule sono eccitabili dalla stimolazione di una sola piccola area di 
campo visivo (campo recettivo) che pero’è vista da entrambi gli occhi. Le 
cellule binoculari sono in grado di valutare la profondità e permettono di  
stimare la distanza a cui siamo dagli oggetti

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: cellule binoculari



• Queste cellule sono eccitabili dalla 
stimolazione di una sola piccola area di 
campo visivo (campo recettivo) che 
pero’  è vista da entrambi gli occhi.


•  Le cellule binoculari sono in grado di 
valutare la profondità e permettono di  
stimare la distanza a cui siamo dagli 
oggetti

• valutano il diverso angolo formato dallo 

stesso stimolo visivo sui due occhi 


• La differenza di angolo si chiama 
disparità

La corteccia striata 
//campi recettivi: cellule binoculari



La corteccia striata 
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• La corteccia visiva contiene 
anche delle zone rivelabile 
con la colorazione per la 
citocromo ossidasi 
dette“blob”.


• Le cellule dei blob 
appartengono agli strati 2-3 e 
sono  coinvolti nel 
riconoscimento dei colori ma 
non sono sensibili 
all’orientazione. 

La corteccia striata 
//blobs e colore



Visione spaziale: 
//la corteccia striata: visione verticale

Via magnocellulare: 
localizzazione e 
movimento  
(dove)

Vie parvicellulare- blob: 
percezione dei colori  
e parvicellulare-interblob: 
analisi delle forme  
(cosa)

Vie binoculari  
tridimensionalità 
dell’oggetto
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• La diminuizione della risposta di un organo di senso ad una stimolazione 
continuata

La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo

Prima dell’ esposizione allo stimolo (striscia di 20°)



La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo

Dopo l’ esposizione allo stimolo (striscia di 20°)

• La diminuizione della risposta di un organo di senso ad una stimolazione 
continuata



• Adattamento selettivo: E’ un indizio a favore del fatto che il sistema visivo 
umano contenga neuroni selettivi per la frequenza spaziale

La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo: specificità freq.spaziale



• Adattamento selettivo: E’ un indizio a favore del fatto che il sistema visivo 
umano contenga neuroni selettivi per la frequenza spaziale

La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo: specificità freq.spaziale



• Gli esperimenti sull’adattamento producono prove molto robuste che 
l’orientamento e la frequenza spaziale sono codificati dai neuroni in qualche 
posto del sistema percettivo umano

• Gatti e scimmie: Corteccia striata, non nella retina o nel Nucleo Genicolato 

Laterale


• La percezione degli umani risulta essere simile a quella di gatti e scimmie per 
quanto riguarda l’adattamento selettivo

La corteccia striata 
//adattamento selettivo: specificità freq.spaziale



• Canali distinti per frequenze spaziali distinte


• Perché il sistema visivo dovrebbe usare filtri basati sulle frequenze spaziali 
per analizzare le immagini?

• Frequenze spaziali diverse enfatizzano tipi diversi di informazione

La corteccia striata 
//decomposizione dell’informazione



La corteccia striata 
//decomposizione dell’informazione: Gabor
• Possiamo modellare le cellule semplici della corteccia mediante filtri di Gabor

Funzione 
sinusoidale

Funzione  
Gaussiana

Filtro di 
Gabor
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La corteccia striata 
//trasformata di Fourier del filtro di  Gabor
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Figure 2:  Figures (a), (b), (c) are examples of Gabor filter with different frequencies and orientations. Top row 
shows their 3D plots and the bottom row, the intensity plots of their amplitude along the image plane. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3: Gabor filters: Real part of the Gabor kernels 
at five scales and eight orientations 
 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the effect of applying a 
particular Gabor filter on Figure 4 which is an image 
with lines at various angles.  The highlighted lines in 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the way the Gabor filter 
exaggerates lines at particular orientations. 
 

 
 

Figure 4:  Image with lines at various angles 
 

                      
Figure 5: Frequency, f = 12.5 and orientation, ϴ = 
135 degrees 
 

                      

Figure 6: Frequency, f=25 and orientation, ϴ=0 
degrees 

 
 Figure 8 shows the effect of applying variety of 
Gabor filters to the image shown in Figure 7. Note 
how the features at particular orientations are 
exaggerated. 
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Figure 7: Sample Image of size 64 × 64 
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(b) 
 

Figure 8: Convolution outputs of a sample image 
shown in Figure 7 and the Gabor kernels (Fig. 3). (a) 
Magnitude part of the convolution outputs.   (b) Real 
part of the convolution outputs. 
 
 Analytical methods make use of Gabor jets at 
specific points on the face which are vital feature 
points (fiducial points).  There are different methods 
for identifying or locating these feature points.  For 
elastic graph based analytic methods, a graph is first 

placed at an initial location and deformed using jets 
to optimize its similarity with a model graph. Non-
graph based methods locate feature points manually 
or by color or edge etc. Once the location process is 
completed, recognition can then be performed using 
Gabor jets extracted from those feature points (Shen 
2004). 
 Holistic methods on the other hand normally 
extract features from the whole face image. An 
augmented Gabor feature vector is thus created which 
produces a very large data for the image. Every pixel 
is then represented by a vector of size 40 and 
demands dimensionality reduction before further 
processing.  So a 64 × 64 image is transformed to 
size 64 × 64 × 5 × 8.  So, the feature vector 
consists of all useful information extracted from 
different frequencies, orientations and from all 
locations, and hence is very useful for expression 
recognition. Once the feature vector is obtained, it 
can be handled in various ways. We have performed 
the following operations and any one of them can be 
used for the feature extraction:  
a) The final image can be of the average of the 
magnitudes of the Gabor filter coefficients at each 
location in the filter bank output. 
b) The pixel value in the final image would be the L2 
max norm value of the feature vector obtained from 
the Gabor filter bank 
The L2 max norm Superposition principle is used on 
the outputs of the filter bank and the figure 10 shows 
the output for the original image of figure 9.  
Similarly the outputs of the 40 filter banks can also 
be averaged or summed to give an output as in figure 
11 shown below. 
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Figure 10: Superposition output (L2 max norm) 
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shown in Figure 7 and the Gabor kernels (Fig. 3). (a) 
Magnitude part of the convolution outputs.   (b) Real 
part of the convolution outputs. 
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